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Friday 19
timetable
18:30-21:30

activities

Presentation of the conference:

How did we get to the current moment
and why we need a Plan B for Europe?

Saturday 20
10:00-12:00

Forums

Presentation
of the different thematic focus

12:00-14:00

Workshops

14:00-15:00

Lunch

15:30-17:30

Workshops

18:00-20:00 Workshops
20:00-21:00 Presentations
21:00

Concert

Sunday 21
Assembly

10:00-13:00 Next steps, continuity of the com-

mon work, calendar of key mobilizations

13:00-14:30

Closing event*
Open air - La Melonera

*All spaces will have limited capacity and can only
be accessed with the confirmed registration by the
Organizing Team of the
conference Plan B for Europe, excepting the closing
session (Sunday), which is
open air.
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forum

Forum 1. The European Union: a contested terrain
Forum 2. Equal rights on a finite planet
Forum 3. Which economy to build for an another Europe?

* Names of the speakers
will be online in a few days.
Our apologies.

workshops

We say no to Debtocracy

Plenary. How to deal with the public debt from an anti-austerity perspective?
Workshop 1. Debt: A central issue on the agenda of society and social movements
Workshop 2. Building Debt Audits with citizen’s participation from below

Social and Labour Rights

Plenary. Droits sociaux et droit du travail
Workshop 1. New and traditional ways of mobilization in the labour world
Workshop 2. A Plan B for social and labour rights in the EU

The European Project between currency and democracy
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop

1. The banking and monetary system, are there are alternatives?
2. How to confront Neoliberalism in Europe?
3. Democracy, sovereignty and constitutional processes in Europe
4. Institutionalism and new forms of democracy

#RefugeesWelcome: a Europe without fences and racism
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop

1. General framework: migration and the European Project
2. Institutional xenophobia, Fortress Europe and the agenda of the extreme-right
3. Alternatives from the civil society
4. Conflicts in the world

Alternatives to EU’s trade and investment regime

Plenary. New Generation agreements (TTIP, CETA, TiSA): a race to the bottom
Atelier 1. Investor Protection vs. rule of law and democracy
Workshop 2. Binding regulation on transnational corporations, stopping tax evasion, tax havens
and lobby, alternatives of the architecture of impunity
Workshop 3. Alternatives to the current trade model and new experiences

Last call...to tackle the global environmental crisis?
Workshop 1.The future of Europe in the light of climate and energy crisis

The Plan B must be feminist or won’t be

Workshop 1. Feminism, constitutional processes and women’s rights
Workshop 2. Crisis, adjustment programs and feminist alternatives
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